REPORT: VICE-PRESIDENT (UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS) 2019-02-21

Submitted for: February 21, 2019

For the period of February 8, 2019 to February 21, 2019

Project Updates

Food Contract
- Discussed briefly with DPSLL, Senate Caucus, and Tre
- helped to draft letter
- thanks Trib for recent articles, while we knew this was happening the added focus was valuable

Governance Reform
- Prepared draft proposal for committee -- we are keeping proposals anonymous (but people could probs figure out which mine is)
- participated in meeting

Anti-Semitism Committee
- I have been coordinating and chairing this
- Prepared agenda for first meeting, chaired, and then summary -- we'll be moving to formal minutes next time

Homeshare
- not enough progress this week, but did reach out to some elder care facility -- which is off brand but worth exploring
- exploring feasibility of website
- participated in Intergenerational McGill Visioning

Associate Senators
- Nothing really happened here -- just wanted to take a moment to reflect given that it is election season
University Affairs Representation

Senate
- Participated in Steering
- Prepped documents
- liaised with Indigenous Affairs Commissioner in advance of report

Senate Caucus
- DPSLL in attendance
- Prepped for Senate

MAUT
- Pre senate meeting
- Council
- Exploring other projects

Individual meetings with
- Principal

Equity, Libraries, and other

- **Equity**
  - Participated in Student Consultation on Equity
  - committee meeting
  - Check-in with Commissioners
  - complaints ‘
  - asked to report on GNLR report: not much progress. Have been assured that the change to minerva is in cue. Would welcome work with others to continue further.

- **Libraries**
  - Meeting with LIF Commissioner

Respectfully Submitted,
Jacob Daniel Shapiro